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I. COURSE SPECIFICS
A. TITLE: Intermediate Spanish for Bilingual Students

B. HOURSIWEEK: 5 lecture hours per week each course

C. UNITS: 5 units each course

D. PREREQUISITES: Advise: Oral fluency in Spanish
Spanish 31 not prerequisite to Spanish 32

E. COURSE DESCRIPTION: SPAN 31 - 32. Intermediate Spanish for Bilingual students (5-5)
Lec - 5 CRINC avail.
SPAN 31 not prerequisite to SPAN 32
Advise: Oral fluency in Spanish .
Intensive review of grammar. Composition and translation.
Designed for bilingual students who are effective in oral
communication in Spanish within their communities, but have
little knowledge or formal training in written forms of the Spanish
language. Emphasis on increasing vocabulary, reading and writing
skills through short stories, essays and guided compositions.

F. FIELD TRIPS: N/A

G. METHOD OF GRADING: Option of Letter grades or credit/no credit

H. REPEATABILITY: N/A
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II. CATALOGUE DESCRIPTION
Same as I. Above

III. COURSE OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of these courses the student should be able to

1. Analyze and synthesize the principals of syntax introduced in the grammar
portion of the courses.

2. Apply these principals in reading and writing skills.

3. Identify, compare and contrast major aspects of the Hispanic world through its
prominent figures, institutions, art forms, transitions, etc..

4. Deduce and demonstrate valid conclusions from these cultural elements.

5. Describe cultural aspects of all Spanish-speaking countries, as well as Spanish
speaking groups in the United States.

More specifically, at the end of these courses the students will

1. When given a dictation of a connected passage of about 100 words in Spanish,
be able to write correctly at least 85 of the words dictated.

2. When given 20 questions related to a selection written in Spanish, be able to
answer at least 16 of those questions correctly.

3. When given a topic, be able to write in Spanish, without the aid of notes or any
reference work, a coherent, well-constructed composition of about 200 words
with no more than 6 structural errors and 10 spelling errors.
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IV. COURSE CONTENT

A. Spanish 31

1. Espana y su herencia lingUistica [Spain] the alphabet, the usage of the letter"c".
2. Vicente Fernandez nos cuenta su vida [Mexico], the syllable, the usage of the

letter "s", words ending in "-si6n" and "xi6n".
3. Los mexico-americanos [United States], etymology, prefixes and suffixes,

homophones of the letters "e" and "s".
4. Otros groups hispanicos en los Estados Unidos [United States], the article,

accentuation, the usage of the letter "z".
5. Los cubanos en los Estados Unidos [United States], gender of nouns, adjectives,

the usage of the letters "b" and "v".
6. Quisqueya [Dominican Republic], singular and plural of nouns, adjectives, the

usage ofthe letter "v".
7. La tierra del quentzal [Guatemala], the pronouns, reflexive and reciprocal verbs,

homophones of the letters "b" and "v".
8. El Salvador: Tierra pequena, sufrimiento grande [El salvador], demonstrative

adjectives and pronouns, punctuation signs.
9. Copan, ciudad maya de Honduras [Honduras], indefinite pronouns, structure of

sentences, the usage of the letter "d".
1O. La tierra del poeta Ruben Da(o [Nicaragua], the adjective, the usage of the letter

"h".

B. Spanish 32

1. Costa Rica [Costa Rical], past participles, comparative adjectives, the
superlat;ve, homophones and paronyms with or without the letter "h".

2. Panama [Panama], the verb, the indicative mood, the usage of the letters "r" and
"rr".

3. La maestra [Colombia], participles, the future tense, the usage of the letters "g"
and "j".

4. Tres heroes. A Bo[(var [Venezuela], the preterite tenses, the usage of the letter
"j".

5. Ecuador [Ecuador], the conditional tense, compound tenses of the indicative
mood, the usage of the letter "11".

6. El Cristo de los milagros, protector de Lima [Peru], the subjunctive mood,
sequence of tenses, the usage of the letter "y".

7. Peligran los tesoros de Potos( [Bolivia], the imperative mood, the compound
tenses of the subjunctive.

8. Los sonetos de la muerte [Chile], the adverb.
9. Paraguay: pais bilingiie [Paraguay], prepositions, homophones of the letters "11"

and "y".
1O. A la deriva [Uruguay], conjunctions, basic elements of business correspondence.
11. Historia de los dos que sonaron [Argentina], interjection, false cognates.
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V. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY

A. Assignments

1. Oral and written exercises which require students to analyze, transform, compare,
contrast and apply the principles studied. For example, sentence completion,
question and answer exercises, dictation, translation, etc.

2. Compositions. After completion of each lesson, students will be required to
synthesize the knowledge acquired by preparing an essay on one of the topics
related to the readings in each lesson.

B. Evaluation

1. Classroom performance: attendance, preparation and participation.

2. Short, announced or unannounced written quizzes may be given periodically.

3. A written exam upon completion of each lesson of the text.

4. A mid-term examination may be given.

5. A comprehensive written final exam which will cover all aspects of the
structures and concepts studied.

C. Texts and Other Materials

1. Marques, Sara, La lengua que heredamos, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 2nd edition.

2. Supplementary materials prepared by the instructor.

VI. REQUESTED CREDIT CLASSIFICATION

CreditlDegree applicable [meets all standards of Title V., Section 55002 (2)].


